EXHIBIT “8”
GROUNDWATER PIPELINE #1

Picture of Bolthouse's parcel across 70th St. East viewed from Blum Trust's farmland.
GROUNDWATER PIPELINE #2

Picture of Bolthouse's parcel across 70th St. East viewed from Blum Trust's farmland.
GROUNDWATER PIPELINE #3

Picture of groundwater pipeline on Blum Trust’s farmland sequel from Picture #2.
GROUNDWATER PIPELINE #4

Picture of groundwater pipeline on Blum Trust’s farmland sequel from Picture #3.
GROUNDWATER PIPELINE #5

Picture of groundwater pipeline on Blum Trust's farmland sequel from Picture #4.
GROUNDWATER PIPELINE #6

Picture of groundwater pipeline on Blum Trust's farmland sequel from Pictures Nos. 4 & 5.
GROUNDWATER PIPELINE #7